
I love you chandler

1. Verb - Past Tense

2. Verb - Past Tense

3. Adverb

4. Adverb
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I love you chandler

Once upon a time there was a Verb - Past Tense called Chandler and a girl called Stephanie they were

deeply in love but didn't know how to tell each other so Stephanie wrote a note to chandler while chandler got

Someone to say to Stephanie that chandler Loved her they both sent there love things on the same day so they

met up and Verb - Past Tense asked Stephanie to be his Adverb obviously Stephanie said yes and

they started dating they were so in love .stephanie was 12 and chandler was 13 when they started dating but they

loved each other since so much better that 10 years had passed Stephanie now was 20 and chandler was 21 they

just found out that Stephanie was pregnant with twins a boy and a girl so they got prepared.they bought a house

with 5 bedrooms so Adverb when there kids were older they can get there own bedrooms.

6 months later

Stephanie was due to have her twins today so chandler packed Stephanie's clothes and clothes for the babies plus

as well as himself he than drove Stephanie,they got there and delivered the babies when there family was over at

the hospital a little while after screaming and crying Stephanie and chandler had a new life with there two twin

babies and they were yet to be named to Stephanie name the girl Addison while chandler named the boy caleb,

caleb and Addison were very cute and got to meet there Godmother and godfather as well as the family.

3 days later

It



was time for Stephanie chandler and the babies to go home so they packed there things and went home when

they got to there new house they had the babies sleep in there room in till Addison and caleb were old enough to

sleep in there own rooms the first few nights were the babies crying but Stephanie and chandler got used to t.

2 months later

Chandler and Stephanie decided that Addison and caleb would sleep in there own rooms.so Stephanie got

addison's room together while chandler got caleb so room together,they finally finished so Addison and caleb got

to see there own rooms they were so pretty and Stephanie and chandler got to have two more special people in

their lives.stephanie and Chandler watched Addison and caleb grow up but they always played with them.

The end
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